
Unlike other health checks, at Cyber GC we include a
legal review. We are cybersecurity legal experts. We
look at your customer terms, supplier contracts,
procurement processes, policies, training programs,
risk framework, culture, and incident response
planning.  We can tailor our review to meet your
needs. 

0466 257 154

info@cybergc.au
TAKE A LOOK AT OUR
WEBSITE FOR MORE INFO

www.cybergc.au

LET US GIVE YOUR
LAW FIRM A

CYBER
HEALTH CHECK

WHAT DO WE LOOK AT?

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE?

WHAT DO WE GET?

Our Health Check uses a combination of document
reviews and interviews. We can do this in as little as
a day if all the information is provided and people
are available.   

You will get a report on the recommended actions
you can take to uplift your business's cybersecurity.
This can become your roadmap to getting cyber-
ready.   

WHO WE ARE?

WHAT WILL A
HEALTH CHECK DO?

Cyber GC specialises in cyber security legal
advice, training and support for Australian
law firms and lawyers, without the technical
jargon.  We are lawyers, we have worked in
and run law firms. We know what you are
facing. 
We can help you prepare for, defend and
recover from a cyber security attack.

We all know that Australian law firms need
to improve their cybersecurity. But it all
seems so technical, and all to do with IT.
THAT IS A MYTH. 
A Cyber GC Health Check will help you
assess your 'whole of firm' cybersecurity
exposure, including legal, supply chain,
policy, and culture.  We can then help you
take the steps to become cyber-ready. 
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KNOW YOUR DATA

SECURITY POLICIES
Set security policies for your firm and enforce them
Look at the security your people have on their devices and how they use them 
By having good practices in place, you can reduce your risk

5 NON-TECHNICAL 
THINGS 

 

YOU AND YOUR FIRM CAN DO TO
IMPROVE YOUR CYBERSECURITY

1 MAKE CYBERSECURITY PART OF YOUR FIRM'S 'CULTURE'

TRAIN YOUR PEOPLE

HAVE AND PRACTICE AN INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN

Security must be part of the culture of every law firm and led from the partnership
Having an 'it's all too hard' approach to security infects the culture of the firm

You should know what information you hold about and for your clients, where it is
stored and if you still need it
Once you know what data you need, work out how you are going to protect it

Security is everyone's job
Train your team so they understand the role they have to play in the security of your
firm

An incident response plan is not a technical plan, but it needs to be practiced like a
fire evacuation plan
Every firm should have cybersecurity incident responders on retainer to help
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